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Abstract 
The concept of the substance link has captured the imagination of many minds. The hydrogen molecule theory of Bohr, which recently 

celebrated its centennial, provided the right value but also a contrapositive indication for energy. The creator was dissatisfied with it 

since it implied that the universe’s energy, which is 70% hydrogen, is negative. She then suggested a different approach to solving the 

problem, demonstrating the positive energy. She also noticed that the electron and proton related brilliant areas and the Bohr span 

are distinct from one another. This idea led to the discovery that all bond lengths in small and large atoms are essentially precise 

amounts of the correct nuclear as ionic radii of neighboring molecules or particles that are based on brilliant proportions. In the long 

run, this has proven to be true for a variety of bonds, including hydrogen bonds and those found in graphite and benzene dimers. 
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Description 

Bohr’s hypothesis of the hydrogen molecule celebrated as of late its centennial [1]. It gave the right size for the ground state 

energy, where, IH is the ionization potential, e is the unit of charge and κ is the electric permittivity steady and stomach muscle is 

the Bohr span (distance of the electron from the proton). Nonetheless, the negative sign has rankled the creator's heart, since this 

infers that the energy of our universe, which comprises of over 70% hydrogen, is negative [2].  

To cite from Gamov about ‘Bogus sign’ “every one of the hypotheses terminate or bring dissatisfaction, the sign is perpetually 

the fly in your balm as respects bond lengths, in spite of the fact that Pauling proposed that covalent radii are added substance, he 

was unable to represent numerous compound bonds, particularly the to some extent and totally ionic sorts and needed to 

hypothesize numerous speculations, ideas and adjustment factors [3]. Be that as it may, as adjustment factors don’t make sense of 

definite science, the nature of the compound bond turned into a hypothetical hypothesis of numerous sorts. On re examining the 

Bohr’s condition, the creator showed up at the astonishing outcome that the Bohr span is separated at the place of electrical 

nonpartisanship into two brilliant areas relating to the electron and proton. For a presentation to the brilliant proportion, see. This 

made a forward leap in the understanding of bond lengths as basic amounts of the radii of the neighboring iotas or potentially 

particles. The segment beneath gives a brief record of this finding, and the translation over the course of the long periods of 

existing bond length information in different atoms are recorded in the references where, a numerical consistent, is the brilliant 

proportion [4]. This amazing outcome shows that the brilliant proportion which shows in the calculation of numerous 

manifestations in the universe is right in center of the molecule! In this manner, the proportion of the electrostatic radii of the 

electron and proton in the hydrogen molecule is the brilliant proportion and a molecule is a novel development of nature. On 

finding that the covalent bond length between the two hydrogen particles in the atom H2 is the corner to corner of a square with 

the Bohr sweep as a side and since the last option is partitioned into two brilliant segments, ae=stomach muscle also, ap=stomach 

muscle/φ2, relating to the electron also, proton, is really the aggregate [5]. 
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